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Chapterr 10 
Reinforcedd Random Walks with Large 

Reinforcements s 

hii  this chapter we wil l consider recurrence of once-reinforced random walks with 
veryy large reinforcement factors. To do this, we make extensive use of techniques 
fromm Nonstandard Analysis. Headers who are unfamiliar with XSA are advised 
too first read Chapter 9. which gives an overview of the basics. 
Thee first section of this chapter elaborates on the application of XSA to graph the-
ory,, which is not always straightforward. After that, we consider once-reinforced 
randomm walks with hyperfinite reinforcement. We first show that if the reinforce-
mentt factor 6 is hyperfinite. then the 'growth process' of the subgraph of traversed 
edgess wil l not only be very slow, but also very uniform. Later in this chapter we 
usee this to show that on some graphs, the estimated bias of the random walk 
iss nonnegative. enabling us to use Lemma 8.3.4 to show recurrence. Finally we 
translatee the result back to Real Analysis, and show recurrence for S large enough. 

10.0.3.. REMARK. A word of caution: in the context of this chapter, "almost 
surely""  is taken to mean "with probability 1'. which is not the same as "with 
probabilityy infinitesimallv close to 1'. We make similar distinctions between "Iiv-
perfinitelyy often' and y often', and between "graphs of hyperfinite size' 
andd 'graphs of infinite size". The rule of thumb is. as always, that hyperfinite 
countss as finite, and infinitesimal is not the same as zero. 

10.11 Nonstandard Analysis and Graph Theory 

Inn the next section we will use nonstandard analysis applied to graph theory, 
withh graphs that may be of hyperfinite size. Unfortunately there is a slight 
complication.. We commonly consider isomorphic graphs to be essentially the 
same,, merely different representations of'a single object, and consider this single 

00 0 



1000 Chapter 10. Reinforced Random Walks with Large Reinforcements 

objectt To be the 'true" graph"4. The problem is that in this case, the representation 
off  a graph does matter: standardness doesn't respect graph isomorphisms, as the 
followingg example shows. 

10.1.1.. E X A M P L E. Consider the graphs G„  = (\'.E.irn) with V' — "Z. E — 
{i',r, +ii  j i€Z). u!„(('„(' „  + i) = 2. ir„{v,v, + l) = 1 for all / / n. It is clear that all 
thee graphs G„  are isomorphic. Given ti. the graph G„  is uniquely defined, and 
converselyy we can obtain n from G„.  both without using any (other) nonstandard 
constants.. It follows from the Transfer Axiom that G» is standard if and only if 
nn is standard. 

Too solve this problem, we could try to find some kind of -canonic' representation 
off  a graph20. Unfortunately, for an infinite graph it is not possible to choose a new 
representationn such that every vertex is standard, and there arc few other notions 
onn which to base canonicity. However, note that if G is a standard graph and v is 
aa standard vertex of G. then the standard vertices of G are exactly those vertices 
thatt are within standard G'-distanee of c, i.e. if we try to choose a different 
representationn of a graph, and we limi t ourselves to standard representations, 
thee choice of a single vertex to be standard determines the standardness of the 
remainingg vertices. This gives rise to the following notion of relative standardness: 

10.1.2.. DEF IN IT ION. A graph G — (Y,E.u>) is standard relative to a vertex 
vv € V if there is a standard graph isomorphic to G. such that v corresponds to a 
standardd vertex of that graph. 

Wee can also define a notion of uniform standardness: 

10.1.3.. DEF IN IT ION. A graph G — (\\E.w) is uniformly standard if it is stan-
dardd relative to any vertex v £ \'. 

Forr example, by Transfer the graph G0 of Example 10.1.1 is standard relative to 
vv00.. but not relative to t\\ for any nonstandard A', and therefore it is not uniformly 
standard.. Examples of uniformly standard graphs are the square lattice graphs 
onn Z2 and Z x (Z/nZ) with unit weights. 

10.1.4.. R E M A R K. If a graph G — {V.E.w} is standard relative to a vertex v. 
thenn it is not possible to define any hyperlinke number using G and v. If there is 
somee anomalous feature of G'. for instance a vertex u € V' which is the only vertex 
off  degree 1. then d{v. u) would be definable using only G and v as parameters, 
andd hence d(r. a) would have to be standard. It follows that all definable features 
off  G are somewhere within standard distance of c. Outside of these anomalies. 

2424AlthoughAlthough technically it is not a graph but an equivalence class of graphs under graph 
isomorphism. . 

2r,I.e.. a ranonically chosen graph isomorphic with the original graph 
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10.1.10.1. Nonstandard Analysis and Graph Theory 101 1 

andd hence everywhere outside a "standard-distance neighborhood' of r. G wil l 
followw some kind of regular pattern. 
Byy the same token, if G is uniformly standard, then G has no anomalies anywhere. 
Hencee the standard-distance neighborhood of any one vertex of G wil l look the 
samee as that of any other. 

Thee difficulties we encountered with standardness also apply to the notion of 
takingg the standard part of a graph. The naive approach to taking the standard 
partt would be to simply standardize the vertex-set, the edge-set and the weight 
functionn of the graph. Applying this notion of standardization to the graphs G„ 
off  Example 10.1.1 yields G„  if /( is standard, since then V', E and „  are standard 
themselves.. But if n is nonstandard, then the result is the graph G, = (1", E. u'„). 
wheree u-, is the weight function with f<\(c;t'/+1) = 1 for all / e Z. Hence for 
thiss naive notion of taking the standard part, the result is dependent on the 
representationn of the graph: not a desirable state of affairs. Again, we can solve 
thiss by defining a notion of relative standard parts: 

10.1.5.. DEFIN IT ION. Let G = (V, E. w) be a weighted graph, and let v £ V be a 
vertex.. The standard part G(v) o/G relative to v is a graph G{,:) = {\'U'K E(v).tv{v)) 
containingg the vertex v. such that 

(a)) Gu' ' is standard relative to v. 

(b)) The vertices and edges of G within standard G-distance of v are the same 
ass the vertices and edges of G(i° within standard G(l,)-distance of v. 

(c)) For any edge e within standard G-distance of v. wh'}(e) =  0O(c)). 

Forr example, the standard part of the graph G0 of Example 10.1.1 relative to r0 

iss G0 itself, but the standard part relative to c,v for some hyperfinite A" is the 
graphh G, from the remark preceding the definition. Obviously, if G is uniformly 
standard,, then the standard part of G relative to any vertex v is G itself. 
Notee that if G is a graph and c is a vertex, and within standard distance of c 
GG has a vertex of nonstandard degree or an edge of hyperfinite weight, then it is 
easilyy seen that the standard part of G relative to v cannot exist. However, if this 
isn'tt the case, then the standard part of G' relative to </ does exist, and is unique 
upp to isomorphism. 

10.1.6.. LEMMA. Let G = (X'.E.ir) be a weighted graph, and let v e V be a 
vertex,vertex, such that within standard distance of v. all vertices are of standard degree 
andand all edges are of nearstandard weight. Then the standard part Gir}  ofG relative 
toto v is well-defined and unique (up to isomorphism). 
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Proof f 
Lett G and r be as given. We will construct the relative standard part explicitly 
andd show uniqueness afterwards. Our basic strategy will be to first change the 
representation,, then standardize the vertex-set. edge-set and weight function, and 
finallyy change the representation back again. 
Wee can arrange the vertices of G in order of ascending distance to v (resolving 
tiess arbitrarily), thus creating a mapping m : Y —> ZY. Let Gr = (A*. E"'. wv) be 
thee image of G under this mapping. By assumption, all vertices within standard 
distancee of r are of standard degree. Hence the vertices within standard distance 
off  i' are exactly those that are mapped to standard numbers. It follows that the 
edgess and vertices of G within standard distance of r correspond exactly to the 
standardd edges and vertices of G'\ with r itself corresponding to 0. 
Sincee all edges of 6' within standard distance of v have nearstandard weight, the 
standardd part °{ir r) of the weight function of Gv exists. Now consider the standard 
graphh °(G':) = {£\.%Ev).°(wv)). The standard vertices and edges of °(G'') and 
6*""  are the same. Moreover, both in Gv and °(G''), no paths of standard length 
existt between standard and nonstandard vertices, so the standard vertices and 
edgess are exactly those within standard distance of' 0. So the edges and vertices 
off  G within standard distance of v correspond exactly to the edges and vertices 
off  °(G,y) within standard distance of 0. This correspondence is again given by 
thee mapping m. Furthermore, for any edge e e E within standard distance of c. 
(V ) ) (m(e) )«« ' (e ). . 
Noww all we need to do to finish the construction is to represent each standard 
vertexx of °(G'') by the corresponding vertex of G. This can be done by taking 
thee image of  C(G"') under the inverse mapping m~l. The resulting graph G{v) = 
(Y(Y{r){r) .E.Eir)ir) .n.nMM)) satisfies all the conditions of Definition 10.1.5. 
Itt remains to show that the standard part of G relative to v is unique up to 
isomorphism.. So let G{v). G[v)' be two graphs that satisfy the conditions of 
Definitionn 10.1.5. Then they are isomorphic with standard graphs H and H'. 
withh v corresponding to standard vertices u. u' of those graphs. For all standard 
nn £ A\ the subgraphs of H and H' induced by the vertices within distance a of it 
orr v' are isomorphic. Since the two constants involved. H and H'. are standard, 
wee can apply the Transfer Axiom to obtain that the above holds for all n € A\ 
Wee conclude that H and H' are isomorphic. 

10.1.7.. REMARK. If we study what happens when we take the standard part 
GG{v){v) of a graph G relative to a vertex v, we find that all the features found 
withinn standard distance of r are preserved, and all the features found outside 
standardd distance of r are ignored. Speaking informally. Giv) can be viewed as the 
standard-distancee neighborhood of v in G. extended to an entire graph. Within 
standardd distance of r. G*''1 approximates G. Outside of this area. G[v) continues 
thee pattern found inside. For instance, if within standard distance of r, G looks 
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likee a square lattice, then (7"'1 looks like a square lattice everywhere. 

10.1.8.. R E M A R K. By Remark 6.1.1. when we consider a graph G we assume that 
GG is a connected eountably infinite simple graph, without vertices with infinitely 
manyy neighbors. It is easy to see that the same then holds for G[r> . For example, 
sincee all standard vertices of G'r are connected to c. so are all the standard vertices 
oi'°(G'').oi'°(G''). and since °(G<!) is a standard graph, by Transfer this holds for all vertices 
off  ~(6*''). However, by Remark 6.1.1 we also assume that there are no 'degenerate' 
edgess of weight 0. and this property is not preserved. In part icular. if G contains 
edgess of infinitesimal weight. GU:]  may contain edges of weight 0. and deleting 
Thosee edges might cause GU:]  to be disconnected. 
Inn using the graphs G{r]  we will state preconditions to prevent this. 

10.22 Large Reinforcements and Uniform growth 

Soo let us start by considering what happens if the reinforcement 6 is hyperfinite. 
Thenn an edge that lias never been traversed before has an infinitesimally small 
chancee of being selected, compared to an edge that has been walked before. As a 
result,, the once-reinforced random walk wil l remain in the subgraph of traversed 
edgess for (on average) hyperfiniteiy long periods. Each such period ends when 
thee walk leaves the subgraph (therein- extending it with a new edge) and during 
eachh period the walk behaves like a non-reinforced random walk. 
Noww consider this non-reinforced random walk. Generalizing the situation, we 
havee a graph and a subgraph, with the property that the weight of edges outside 
thee subgraph is infinitesimal compared to the weight of edges in the subgraph, 
andd we are considering the non-reinforced random walk which stops when it leaves 
thiss subgraph. If we compare this walk to the non-reinforced random walk in the 
standardd part of the subgraph relative to some arbitrary vertex i\.. then we see 
that,, if the latter is almost surely recurrent, then the former wil l visit each vertex 
off  the subgraph within standard distance of vc. on average, a hyperfinite number 
off  times. Furthermore, this number wil l be proportional to the total weight of 
edgess adjacent to that vertex. This is enough to show that the probability that the 
walkk ends by leaving the subgraph by a particular edge (and hence the probability 
thatt in the original once-reinforced random walk that edge wil l be added to the 
subgraphh of traversed edges), is nearly the same for edges that are close together, 
relativee to their weight. 

10.2.1.. LEMMA . Let G = {Y.E. w) be a weighted graph, and let G' = {V'. E'. ) 
bebe a fimtelueonnected subgraph of G with edges of non-rnfinitesimal weight. Con-
sidersider the random walk starting from a rerter v{) e \'' and walking randomly in G 

,, this includes hyperfinitr 
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untiluntil an edge in E - E' is traversed. Now. if r1 u1 and v2u2 are edges in E - E'. 

then then 

PithePithe random walk ends by walking from v1 to u[)/w[vlu1} 

P{theP{the random walk ends by walking from v2 to ir)/w(r~u-) 

providedprovided that there exists a vertex r'\ with ddc*1'. v]) and (i(;<{v t:.v2) standard. 
suchsuch that, the following holds 

(a)(a) If e £ E — E' and dciv''. e) is standard, then w{e) is infinitesimal. 

(b)(b) The standard part G'u''' } of G' relative to vc exists and has no degenerate 
edges,edges, i.e. if e G E' is an edge with (lG'{vc.e) standard, then its weight 
aaJJ(e)(e) is nearstandard and non-infinitesimal, and if u £ \r' is a vertex with 
d(;>(vd(;>(vcc.. a) standard, then its degree pc{y) is standard. 

(c)(c) Non-reinforced random walks on Gl[rL)  are almost surely recurrent2'. 

Proof f 
Lett G. G'. r{}  and vc be as stated, and let G(!'r> - {V'^KE'^'K u>'{r ':)) be the 
standardd part of G relative to r(. As before, we denote the combined weights 
off  all the edges of G, G' and G'U'C) adjacent to the vertex v by w(v), w'(v) and 
wwl{l{ "" C)C)(v).(v). respectively. Note that for all e e V within standard G'-distance of vr. 
aiv)^w'(v)^aiv)^w'(v) ̂ a-'il^{v). 

Notee that the random walk cannot end by traversing vlu or v2u without first-
visitingg r1 or v2. So if the random walk does not. start at r1 or c2.. then we 
cann walk until the first visit to r1 or v'2 (or the walk ends by traversing some 
otherr edge E - £"'), and therefore we can write the probabilities to be calculated 
ass linear combinations of the probabilities for the cases where the random walk 
doesdoes start at r1 or v2. Hence it suffices to prove the Lemma for the case where 

Forr any c € V\ there is some path from v to an edge of E - E', and some pr > 0. 
suchh that at every visit to r the walk wil l proceed with probability > pv by 
traversingg the route to the edge of E - E' and then traversing that edge. Then 
thee expected number of visits to v before the random walk leaves G' is at most 
1/ƒ>,.... and therefore finite. Denote this number by F(v). For any edge vu e E. the 
expectedd number of traversals from v to a is equal to F{v)w{va)/w{v). Obviously, 
exceptt for the initial visit to VQ.. a vertex r is visited once for each time an edge 
iss traversed to c. Hence E satisfies, for all v e V'. 

FF(,,(,, = Y. ^PP1 + ( n V'Z "° (10.2) 
2727IfIf  non-reinforced random walks on G'iv ' are almost surely recurrent, then each vertex 

off  G' is going to be visited a hyperfmite number of times, and therefore the location of the 
startingg vertex is of negligible importance. Otherwise the location of the starting vertex affects 
thee probabilities, and the conclusion of the lemma does not hold. Hence this is a necessary 
requirement. . 
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Settingg H(c) — £ ^ j . we obtain 

H(v)H(v) Y = £ H[u)uiru) + { I li/'ZC° 10.3) ) 

whichh can be rewritten as 

YY <r(ru)(H(u) - H[u)) = -H(v)(w[v) - iv'{r))  + {  J !*  '' = ' '° (10.4) 
«e.vc,«-,, I U l ! ^ ^ 

Noww we can write down the following inequality: 

00 > J { u ' ( i ' u ) ( W ( r ) - i / ( H ) ) | c . ü e V " . c u e £ ' . / / ( f ) > / / ( r0 ) }  (10.5) 

-- YW(vu){H{v)-H(u)) | i ' .H€V- ' ' .cwe£".^( i ' )>f f ( r0)>/ / {u)}10.6 ) 

>> 0 (10.7) 

Al ll  sums in this inequality are defined, since V' is finite. It follows that all sums 
aree equal to 0, and hence for all v € V'. H(v) < H(CQ). SO setting H'(v) — 
H(r)/H{vH(r)/H{v 00).). we have that for all v G V", H'(v) is nearstandard (and < 1). and 
H'H' satisfies 

YY to-ff'(«))«{ 1/ff
n

(tW ;|;::;: ° ao.8) 
forr all r G V' within standard G'-distance of vc. 
Byy Standardization, there exists a function H'(v'') on ' such that for all r G 
V'' within standard G'-distance of vc. H>{t '" }(v) = °tf'(i>).28 Then the following 
equationn holds for all r G r( i 'C) that are within standard G'-distance of r('. and 
hencee by Transfer for all r G l' ( ( ' l ) : 

EE ü-'<"c'(ni)(ff' ( l ')(i-)-l/' l l 'cl(«)) = ( ° ( 1 /" ( ' ' ü ) ) Ï ^ ' T 1 ' 0 (10.9) 
.,e.v(,I(l .C)((.)) I U Jt ;' ^ ''o 

Clearlyy / / '( i '^ is a well-defined bounded superharmonic function on G'(i 'r'. By 
assumptionn random walks on G'(?,<?1 are almost surely recurrent, hence by Theorem 
G.3.5.. there exist no non-constant bounded superharmonic functions on \'(''CK 
Thereforee H'{''r>  must be a constant function on V* f,,C). i.e. for all v G \'(,'" } . 
H'H' lvr]lvr] (i:)(i:)  = 1. It follows that H(v0) is hyperlinke, and for all i; G V' within 
standardd G'-distance of vr. H{v)/H(c0) ss 1. 

2w\Vee obtain / / ' by mapping the domain of H to the graph Gv' of Lemma 10.1.6. taking the 
standardd part, and mapping the domain back to G' . It is not generally possible to standardize 
thee values of a function without changing its domain. In a sense, the whole purpose of the 
graphh G"(l' ' is to provide the new domain. 
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Noww we have that 

P(thee random walk cuds with ru) = = ir{ru)H{c)  (10.10) 

andd hence 

P(thee random walk ends by walking from r to u)/w(vu) _ i / ( r ) ^ 

P(thee random walk ends bv walking from v' to u')/w{r'u') H(c') 
(10.11) ) 

D D 
Noww let us apply this lemma to the reinforced walk with hyperfmite reinforcement 
factorr 6. As before, let Et denote the set of edges already-traversed at time i. 
andd .4, the set of arcs (oriented edges) obtained by orienting all edges of E, in 
thee direction of first traversal. We say that an arc vti extends At if it could be 
addedd to .4,. i.e. if At does not contain vt but does contain an edge incident with 
v.v. Then the above lemma can be used to show that all edges that can extend 
.4// and are standardly close together, have approximately the same probability of 
beingg added to At. relative to their weight. 
Too apply the above lemma, we need to ensure that non-reinforced random walks 
onn the standard part of the subgraph of traversed edges are always recurrent. We 
doo this by requiring the existence of a uniformly standard graph on which non-
reinforcedd random walks are recurrent, of which the original graph is required to 
bee a subgraph. Note that, in order to be able to apply the result later, we wil l 
alloww stopping times satisfying certain conditions. 

10.2.2.. COROLLARY. Let G - {V.E,w) be a weighted graph. Assume that all 
edgesedges have nan-infinitesimal, non-hyperfinite weights, and that G is a subgraph 
(possibly(possibly with lesser weights) of a uniformly standard graph G*  on which non-
reinforcedreinforced random 'walks are recurrent. 
ConsiderConsider the once-reinforced random walk on G with hyperfinite reinforcement 
factorfactor 6. let t0 e IV and fix the history up to time r0. Let B be a set of arcs 
extendingextending Eto, all of which have tails within standard Eto-distance of one another. 
ThenThen for any arc vtt 6 B. 

PiPi the first arc added to At is v~è,)/w(vu) , 
—-—j—— K, 1 (10.12) 

P(P( the first arc added to Af is from B)(w{B) 
wherewhere w{B) denotes the sum of the weights of all arcs of B. 
ThisThis also holds if the walk stops at a stopping time r. provided the walk is certain 
notnot to stop within standard Eto distance of an arc of B. 

Proof f 
Givenn the history up to time tQ, set G' to the graph of vertices and edges that 
havee been traversed. For all v. the graph G'(,,) is isomorphic to a subgraph of G* 
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LL h increasing 

completelyy filled area u ide 'room' R completely filled area 

Figuree 10.1: An anomalous situation 

(possiblyy with losser weights) by the uniform standardness of G*, so by Theorem 
6.3.8,, random walks on CV'"'1 are almost surely recurrent for all v. If we divide 
alll  weights by 6, thou all edges of E' have non-infinitesimal weight and all edges 
off  E — E' have infinitesimal weight. Hence, if we set r' to be any vertex within 
standardd Eto-distance of B. then the conditions of Lemma 10.2.1 are satisfied for 
anyy pair of arcs rfi. r'u' G B. The result follows. 

Iff  a stopping time r is given, then by the given condition on r and the Overflow 
Principle,, there exists a hyperfinite A*  such that the random walk will not stop 
withinn Eto-distance N of an arc of B. By limiting 6" to arcs and edges within 
^„-distancee .V - 1 of arcs of B. there will be some edges of E - E' with non-
infinitesimall  weight, but these wil l not be within standard £to-distance of any arc 
off  B. so the conditions of Lemma 10.2.1 wil l still be satisfied. If the walk leaves 
C"C" and then returns without stopping or adding an edge to A,, we apply Lemma 
10.2.11 again until the walk has stopped or an edge has been added to .4,. 

D D 

10.33 Recurrence of Random Walks with Large 
Reinforcements s 

Iff  the previous corollary would hold for arcs whose tails were arbitrarily far apart, 
thenn we would be done. For then the growth of At would always be uniform, and 
thee expected change to the bias would be proportional to the weighted average 
off  Ah(vt) over all arcs v7i extending .4,. For any (super)harmonic function h this 
cann be shown to be positive, and hence we would then be able to apply Lemma 
8.3.48.3.4 to show recurrence on any graph. 

Unfortunately.. Corollary 10.2.2 is not that strong. In order to be able to use 
thee corollary, we need to divide the graph into smaller areas, such that the arcs 
inn that area extending .4, are standardly close together and have, on average. 
nonnegativee A/,(7v/). Then we can take the sum over the areas, and arrive at a 
nonnegativee expected change to the total bias. 

Ass it turns out. this does not always work. Figure 10.1 shows a situation where 
itt doesn't, arising in the random walk on the ladder 'Z£ x {1,2,3,4}  with h(v) = 
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\x[c)\.\x[c)\. Thick lines in the figure denote edges that have been traversed (and hence 
aree in At). and thin lines denote edges that are in the graph but have not yet. 
beenn traversed. In this particular situation, all edges extending A, that are not far 
awayy from vto are contained in an extremely-wide 'room' /?. If the next horizontal 
edgee added to Af is from the right side of the room, then it will be traversed right-
to-left,, and will contribute a negative A/, to the bias. If it is from the left side of 
thee room, then it will be traversed left-to-right, and will contribute a positive Ah. 
h(v)h(v) - \x(v)\ is a harmonic function, and the hannonieity equations ensure that 
thesee potential contributions have a zero sum. So all would be well if the edges 
wouldd have equal probabilities of being added to At. But if the width of the room 
iss large enough (relative to 6). then in the reinforced random walk starting at ?.'(o. 
thee next, arc added to .4, will be much more likely to come from the right side of 
thee room than from the left side. In the given situation therefore, the expectation 
off  the next change to the bias is negative. 
Soo we need to make sure that such anomalous situations occur so rarely that they 
willl  have a negligible effect on the expectation of the change to the bias. In the 
casee of the next theorem, this problem is addressed by considering only graphs 
thatt can be viewed as rows of connected vertex-sets I;.29 At any time there will 
bee sets Vj. such that all edges in the subgraph V) have been traversed, which will 
actt as 'walls', dividing the graph into 'rooms1 similar to the one shown in figure 
10.1.. If the size of the sets V'? is standardly bounded, these walls will be only 
standardlyy far apart (on average). Anomalous situations can only occur in rooms 
withh extremely large width, much greater than average, and therefore they will 
bee extremely rare (outside a given initial situation) and will have littl e effect, on 
thee expectation of the bias. 
Thiss structure also solves an additional problem, namely that in general edges that 
aree close together in G are not guaranteed to be close together in the subgraph 
off  traversed edges, and if they are not. At has no uniform growth there. This 
cannott happen in rooms of small width, since the walls 'short-circuit' long paths, 

10.3.1.. THEOREM. Let G — (V. E. ic) be a weighted graph, such that w has stan-
darddard upper and lower bounds u:mar and trnun > 0T there is a standard bound pmax 

toto the degree of the vertices, and there is a partition [V') iEz of V satisfying the 
following: following: 

1.1. \\ri\ -is bounded by some standard k £ 3Z. 

2.2. All edges in G are between vertices of V1. or between vertices of V' and 
V*' +1.. for some i £ Z. 

3.3. For all >. G\\-i is connected. 
29Thiss class of graphs may be viewed as a generalization of the infinite ladders Z x (1 «} 

aridd cylinders Z x {'Ejn'S.) of Theorem 8.3.5. 
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V"11 v° V1 v : 

Figuree 10.2: An example of a graph for Theorem 10.3.1. with k = 3. 

ThenThen a once-reinforced random walk on G with hyperfinite reinforcement factor 
66 is almost surely recurrent. 

Too show recurrence of the random walk, it suffices to show that at any time tQ. 
thee probability of returning to V° is 1. Hence we may assume, without loss of 
generalization,, that uto G V-° = V°U V1 U. . .. and that for purposes of this proof, 
V" -11 U V 2 U . . . can be safely ignored. Unless stated otherwise, we assume i > 0 
wheneverr we write V1. 

Beforee we start with the proof of this theorem, we need to a littl e more work 
onn our tools. In particular we need to show that Corollary 10.2.2 applies, and 
sincee we are going to have to calculate with the results, it seems desirable to find 
explicitt limits to replace "standardly close' and 'ss 1'. 

10.3.2.. LEMMA . Let G be a graph as in Theorem 10.3.1. and consider the once-
reinforcedreinforced random walk on G with hyperfinite reinforcement factor 6. Then there 
existsexists a hyperfinite N e A*  and an infinitesimal n > 0 such that 

atat any time t0. if B is a set of arcs extending Ato. within Eto-distance 
AA  of one another, then for any arc va € B 

11 P'(the first arc added to A, is vu)/w(vu) 1 

11 + ?/ - P(the first arc added to A, is from B)/w(B) ~ 1-7? 
(10.13) ) 

ThisThis also holds for the random, walk that stops at \'° if we fix a hyperfinite c(nsl 6 
IRIR and add the condition that 

nono arc of B is within G-distance Cdist of V° 

Proof f 
Lett k and wmax be as in Theorem 10.3.1. and define the graph G' = (V*  E*. w') by 

sortingg V*=Zx{l  k}. E*={{{ii,j 1),(i2,j2)) I I ' i - ' 2 | < 1}  and w*(e) = wmax. 
Thenn G is a subgraph of G* (possibly with lesser weights). Moreover, it is easily 
seenn that G* is uniformly standard, and that non-reinforced random walks on 
G*G*  are almost surely recurrent. Hence the conditions of Corollary 10.2.2 are 
satisfied.. If QjS< 6 R is hyperfinite and N € A and // > 0 are standard, then the 
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conclusionn of Corollary 10.2.2 is stronger than the statement we want to prove, 
soo that statement holds. The Overflow Principle states that if it holds for all 
standardd A' and n > 0. then it also holds for some hyperfmite A' and infinitesimal 
t}t} > 0. 

a a 
Sincee G is a subgraph of the graph G* from the above lemma, non-reinforced 
randomm walks on G are almost surely recurrent, and hence there exists a super-
harmonicc function on Y — \'° witnessing this, winch we can use when applving 
Lemmaa 8.3.4. But using the given restrictions on G. we can construct a func-
tionn h with some additional nice properties, which wil l simplify later calculations 
considerably: : 

10.3.3.. LEMMA . Let G and 6 be as above. Then there exists a function h : \* —> 
JRJR satisfying 

1.1. h is harmonic on Y — Vv. 

2.2. h —focif v —> DC. 

3.3. For all vertices vu G E, |A/,(t^.)| < l/w(vu) < \jwmin. 

II  For all i e A \ E{w(vu)Ah(vt) \ v e V'. u e Vi+Kcu € £"}  = 1. 

Proof f 

Beginn by defining, for / > 0. v & Y-°. 

)) = f (star t ing in e. V' is reached before V'°) (10.14) 

ftft  = £{»'(i;«)Aftl.(iiS) I v e v°.ue V\vu e E} (IO.IÖJ 

Itt is easily seen that /), is harmonic on Y] U Y2 U . .. U \''~l, />,(r) = 0 for 
vv € V'°. and qt > 0. There exists a function h : V*-° ->  1R>Q that is a limit of 
(fti)^ ii  i n t n e s e n s (1 that, for any finite set F C V"-°. (h(v))reF is a limi t point of 
((/J -- It follows that this function h is harmonic on Yl u r 2 U . . . . 
h(c)h(c) = 0 for r e V'°. and 

^2{w{vu)A^2{w{vu)Ahh(vt)(vt) | r e Y°.u€YKru£ E} = 1 (10.16) 

Byy taking linear combinations of the harrnonicity equality, we obtain 

£{«.'(i.'-t/)A h(nï)) | r e \ ' . a e Y!+ \ vu e £"}  = 1 for i e IX (10.17) 

£{-«-(ru)A f t (r3)) | r. a e Y h(r) < r < h(u). ru e E} = 1 for r > 0 (10.18) 

Fromm (10.18) we see that for all vu G E E |Af t(P3)| < Ifu-(vu) < l/wmin. 
Finally,, let r > 0. and set L\ = {v £ V*-° | h(v) < r } . If Ur were to have an 
infinit ee connected component, then for some /'0 > 1. Vv would intersect all Y1 with 
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walll  room wall room wall room wall room 
(unfinished) ) 

Figuree 10.3: Traversed edges forming walls and rooms in the square lattice graph 
onn Z x {1.2.3.4} 

ii  > /'o- and hence by the connectedness of the sets \). h(v) < r + A-»1,,,,,, for all 
vv G \'-'°. Then —h would be a bounded non-constant superharmonic function, 
contradictingg the fact thai non-reinforced random walks on G are almost surely 
recurrent.. On the other hand. iff, , were to have a finite non-empty component F 
disjointt from V°. we could take linear combinations of the harmonicity equality 
too obtain 

Y,{<r(ru)AY,{<r(ru)Ahh(cti)(cti) | v e F. a 6 V - F. ra € E} = 0 (10.19) 

contradictingg the fact that if v 6 F,u € V — F. then h(u) >r>  h(v). So for 
alll  /  > 0. Ur consists only of a finite component containing V°. We conclude 
thatt h(v) —>  DC if v -  ̂ oc. and that h is a proper witness to the recurrence of 
non-reinforcedd random walks in 0'. 

c c 
Prooff  of Theorem 10.3.1 

Lett h be the function of Lemma 10.3.3. We wil l use Lemma 10.3.2 to show that 
thee condition of Lemma 8.3.4 is satisfied. 
Wee say that there is a wall at \~'. when all edges of E with both vertices in \'' 
aree in Et. The area between two successive walls we wil l call a room. Given 
thatt there are at most kpmax edges involved, it can easily be seen that there is 
aa non-infinitesimal pwau > 0 such that the probability that a wall appears at \' 
beforee a single vertex of V%+2 is visited is at least ]> iri ,u. it follows that, not taking 
intoo account rooms already present in any given initial situation, the expected 
averagee width of a room is at most plr],n-

Lett t > 0. and fix the history up to lime t. Let v*u denote the next arc (at or 
afterr time /) that is added to .4,. Xow first consider a room R with walls at V1 

andd \'J and width < N/k, at distance > c,iisl from the origin. It is easily seen 
thatt any non-self-intersecting ii^-path that does not extend beyond the room is of 
lengthh at most N, and since walls connect all their vertices, paths that leave the 
roomm and return can be "short-circuited'. Hence all arcs in the room extending 
AAtt have tails with ^-distance .V or less to one another, and for any such arc rti. 

/ ^ ( ^ tt = ^ | ^ ) ( l - / / ) < P(v'a' in R\Tt) , " l < P {  ̂ = vti\Tl)(\ + n) 
Wext{R) Wext{R) 

(10.20) ) 
wheree wert(R) denotes the total weight of all arcs in R that extend A,. It follows 
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that t 

T~yT~y { # *  j~y I 'T" - \ 

P { ^  ̂ = vti\Ft)(\h[v&)  +  [V " '" ' 'JuKf " )A / , ( ^ ) (10.21) 

Byy taking linear combinations of the hannonicity equation, we can show that 

] TT u - (n / )AA {n i )= 0 (10.22) 
!!11 il l /f 

Tïïtt extends .-If 

andd hence 

££ P ( ^ ? = Z^ | J )) U „ ( r 3 ) +T>|Afi (r3)|) > 0 (10.23) 

ruru in /Ï 

7ÏÏTT extends ,4; 

Similarly,, if we let i\"ar denote the largest index / > 0 such that a vertex of \ ' ' has 
beenn visited at time t. then the area between V''" iaT+1 and the wall \'l(' with the 
largestt index /n can be considered to be an 'unfinished room' Riant- Here, taking 
linearr combinations of the hannonicity equation yields 

J2J2 u<(vu)&h(vh) = l (10.24) 

vuvu in /ÏJU3( 

j'Tll  extends At 

andd \ï Riast has width < N/k. we derive in the same manner as before 

P(v*u*P(v*u*  in Riast I Ft) 
££ p(77=vi11 ƒ-,) (Ah(rft) + n\M?ü)\) > 

ivivexexi{Rii{Ri (ls(lst) t) 
I'llI'll  il l Riant 

WW extends ,4f 

(10.25) ) 
wheree \veTt{Riast) denotes the total weight of all arcs in Rlast that extend At. 
Hence,, if we pretend for the moment that we do not need to take into consideration 
edgess within distance c^ist of  t n e V*°, rooms of width > Ar/A\ or the fact that to 
applyy Lemma 8.3.4 we need to show that its condition holds given an arbitrary 
fixedfixed history up to some time to. we obtain 

EE A ft(f u ) + //|A,,.(c u J| ^ >  - — (10.26) 
VV / U-'cxtyiUnst) 

Combinedd with the inequality 

Pli™*Pli™*  = i?**  + 1 I Tt) < kpma** max . P{r*u*  in ƒ?,„„  | :T,)  - 1 — (10.27) 
U-'ert\Rla.st)U-'ert\Rla.st) -1 ~ '/ 
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thiss implies 

EE i A , { 7 ? ) + f/iAftf^ i - (c.1' - ifrn- 1 n 

kfhnai-U'r. kfhnai-U'r. 
ft)ft) > 0 (10.28) 

Now.. if T is a stopping time, then we can take the sum of the above equation over 
alll  f < r. to obtain 

E\E\ Y. Ah(fïS) + v £ |A;,(^)|-C 1 1 \ \ 

,vteA,vteArr vtie,u kpmaTwmax j 
> 00 (10.29) 

Noww let ris consider those aspects that we chose to ignore before. We wil l show 
thatt the number of edges involved in those aspects is relatively small. One of the 
aspectss we ignored was the existence of rooms of width X/k or greater. But if 
aa new room is 'growing', then the probability is less than (1 — pwaii)^'k that the 
roomm will reach a width of X/k or greater, and even in that case the expected 
widthh of the room is at most X/k + p r̂lu. Hence the expectation of the number 
off  sets V contained in rooms of width > X/k at any time r is at most 

E(rE(rxx)(l-Pu,au))(l-Pu,au)S/kS/k(N/k(N/k + p-^) (10.30) 

Anotherr aspect we ignored was that, in order to apply Lemma 8.3.4 we need 
too show that its condition holds given an arbitrary fixed history up to some 
timee t0. But any such initial situation is contained within the area defined by 
V'°° U . .. U V'o . The same holds for edges within distance Q ^ of the origin: all 
suchh edges are contained in V° U . .. U V^" 1. Edges in rooms extending from one 
off  these areas may be affected, but the expected number of sets V*' involved in 
suchh an 'extension' is at most p~cl l}[ . Hence the expected number of sets V' for 
whichh the previous calculations do not apply is at most 

n i a x ( ^ - ^ cr f , ; f ) + r ii  + £( i r i ' ) ( l - /W/) - V A ^V/A - + p-4f ) (10.31) 

Eachh set V contains at most k vertices, each of which is adjacent to at most 
PmaxPmax edges. Each edge vu that we 'counted wrongly' before might have caused 
thee expectation above to be higher than it should have been, but the difference 
wil ll  be at. most 2A/,(J;U) < 2/icmm. So the expectation above may be higher than 
itt should have been, but not by more than 

H ^ S £ ( m a x ( i ; ^ cr f i s f ) + p - ;„„  + ^ ( i ^ l ^ J f l - P ^ i J ^ ' f - V A + p - i » ) ) (10-32) 
'**  min 

Combiningg everything, and taking into account that 

:ntax :ntax 
nn Y. 1^(^)1 < nkpmaxVt do.33) 

vtie.A,vtie.A, Umm 
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wee derive that for any stopping time r 

with h 

\rft£A\rft£Ar r 

rr ttAA >c-E(i!r\^)~c' 

11 - '1 kpmaA2(l-Pu:(lli)
y/k{*fc  + P'all) + '/) 

"Pma.rM'n>aj-"Pma.rM'n>aj- ^'jnhl 

mnxmnx(nmx{i^(nmx{i^ajaj.. cdi9t) + p~ û) 

'10.341 1 

10.35) ) 

;; 10.36} 

Sincee i]  is infinitesimal and A' is hyperfinite. c a: l/kp,rULr ir nuiJ > 0. and we 
concludee that the condition of Lemma 8.3.4 is satisfied. 

a a 

10.3.4.. COROLLARY. Let n be standard. The once-reinforced random walks with 
hyperfinitehyperfinite reinforcement factor Ö on the square lattice graphs on 7Z x {1 n) 
andand %. x {%, jn'Z) are almost surely recurrent. 

10.3.5.. COROLLARY. Let. n be a natural number. The once-reinforced random 
walkswalks with reinforcement factor 6 on the square lattice graphs on % x {1 n} 
andand Z x (%/n/Z) are almost surely recurrent if 5 is large enough, i.e. if 6 > SQ 
forfor some. 6a e 1R. 

Proof f 
Iff  n is standard, then the above holds for any hyperfinite 6Q. The property of 'for 
somee SQ. for all S > <V the random walk on the infinite ladder or cylinder with 
widthh /? is almost surely recurrent' can be expressed without using nonstandard 
constantss or the predicate st(x). Hence by Transfer the above holds for any 
n.n. standard or not. Note that if n is standard, it follows from the principle 
off  Underflow that ÖQ may be taken standard. Also note that this Corollary is 
formulatedd without using nonstandard concepts. 

10.3.6.. R E M A R K. The proof above can be translated back to orthodox mathe-
matics,, at the expense of (even more) pages of computations. The adapted proof 
mayy be reduced in size somewhat by applying the techniques used by Doyle and 
Snclll  [25] to the proof of Lemma 10.2.1. The main contributor to the size of 
thee lower bound d0 obtained by this proof, is the requirement that X/k >  p^lii-
whichh unfortunately is hyperexponential in k. The resulting bound So is of order 
(l-f.(l-f.  l r / , ,- )2kp„l<lx-i-C> 
K™lK™lJJivaxivaxllll  ina.rf " mini 
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10.3.7.. REMARK. The function of walls in the above proof is, as was stated 
before,, to limit the occurrence of anomalous situations, where the edges that are 
closee together in the graph of' traversed edges do not form areas balanced by the 
harmonicityy equations and vica versa. This approach fails when considering the 
randomm walk on the square lattice on ÏÏ2. Although it is possible to view %2 as a 
roww of vertex-sets VJ. as ?' increases the size of the vertex-sets would also increase, 
thee probability of a wall forming would converge to 0. and the average width of 
aa room would diverge to cc. 
Althoughh presumably the reasoning above would hold up in a variant random 
walk,, where the value of 6 increases with the distance from some arbitrary origin, 
thiss is a marginal result at best. A better avenue of investigation for this problem 
iss likely to find some other way of limiting the expected occurrence of anomalous 
situations. . 
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